5-day Draft Agenda

Approved by the INTOSAI General Secretary

To be sent on May 23
• Goal Committees Meetings
• 72\textsuperscript{d} Governing Board Meeting
• 72\textsuperscript{d} Governing Board Meeting (continuation)

• Open Discussion in small groups
DAY TWO

FORMAT OF THE OPEN DISCUSSION

• Small groups format
• Held by moderators
• 4 topics to be discussed
• Summary prepared by rapporteurs
• The results to be provided during the 3rd Plenary Session
TOPICS FOR THE OPEN DISCUSSION

• How can we make INTOSAI more effective, visible and influential in shaping the agenda for 2020s and beyond?

• Digital Challenges and Opportunities: how to integrate breakthrough technologies to the everyday work of SAIs?

• How should SAI transform their everyday work to increase their relevance in the changing world?

• What is SAIs role in guarding and raising the level of public trust?
D A Y  T H R E E

• Discussion panels with participation of external experts:

  ✓ “Macroeconomic context of auditing: strategic challenges to the global economy and international development”

  ✓ “Sustainable development in the age of Great Disruption: what solutions can technology and public management tools provide the governments with”

• The First Plenary session
DAY FOUR

• INCOSAI Theme Plenary Sessions:
  Held by a moderator
  Thematic reports by the Heads of SAIs
  1 main speaker
  Several co-speakers
  Interactive Theme discussion

**Theme I** Information technologies for the development of public administration

**Theme II** The role of the Supreme Audit Institutions in the achievement of the national priorities and goals
The outcomes of Theme I and Theme II Discussion papers will become the basis for Moscow Declaration
DAY FOUR

Visit To The Bolshoi Theatre
• Closing Theme Plenary Session
• Plenary session for discussion and approval of Moscow Declaration
• The Third General Plenary Session
• The 73rd GB meeting
• Official Dinner on behalf of the Chairman of the Accounts Chamber of the Russian Federation and the awards ceremonies:
  Jörg Kandutsch Award
  Elmar B Staats Award
  SAI Young Leaders Award
OPEN BOOTH

Day 3, 4, 5 of the Program (entire days)
Each booth will be equipped with:
- Reception Desk;
- 2 bar chairs;
- LCD panel;
- Laptop;
- Meeting place
Total square – 10m².